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Abstract

Conservation of historical documents benefits
from computational methods by alleviating the
manual labor related to digitization and mod-
ernization of textual content. Languages usu-
ally evolve over time and keeping historical
wordforms is crucial for diachronic studies and
digital humanities. However, spelling conven-
tions did not necessarily exist when texts were
originally written and orthographic variations
are commonly observed depending on scribes
and time periods. In this study, we propose
to automatically normalize orthographic word-
forms found in historical archives written in
Middle French during the 16th century without
fully modernizing textual content. We lever-
age pre-trained models in a low resource set-
ting based on a manually curated parallel cor-
pus and produce additional resources with ar-
tificial data generation approaches. Results
show that causal language models and knowl-
edge distillation improve over a strong base-
line, thus validating the proposed methods.

1 Introduction

Normalizing orthographic variations of historical
texts is a crucial task for digital humanities. It
allows for both conservation and easy consulta-
tion of ancient documents. Archives conservation
is a task conducted mostly manually by trained
experts who could benefit from advances in auto-
matic normalization and modernization of histor-
ical texts. Previous work has mainly focused on
transforming the spelling of historical texts into
their modern counterpart in order to apply compu-
tational tools (Bollmann, 2013; Pettersson et al.,
2013; Sánchez-Martínez et al., 2013; Robertson
and Goldwater, 2018). However, reducing ortho-
graphic variation while keeping historical spelling
for a given era is the cornerstone of reliable di-
achronic studies. Yet, variations in wordforms lead
to data scarcity and the lack of corpora containing

Ledictz jour, vendredy 28 octobrix 1547, en l’Evesché
Ledit jour vendredi 28 octobris 1547 en l’Évêché
Said day Friday October 28 1547 in the bishop’s house

L’on fasse respondre aut president de sadicte lectre
L’on fasse répondre au président de sadite lettre
We answer to the president about his letter

Ayme Richard, habitant et ferratier, filz de feu Thivent
Richard, de Sonzier
Aimé Richard habitant et ferratier fils de feu Thivent
Richard de Scionzier
Aimé Richard inhabitant and ironworker son of the late
Thivent Richard of Scionzier

Figure 1: Segments sampled from our Middle French
corpus in their original form (top, colored), normal-
ized version (middle, in black, normalized words un-
derlined) and English translation (bottom, italic). In the
first sample, the bishop’s house, translation of Evesché
in this example, refers to the house inhabited by the
previous bishop which was converted into a prison.

spelling variants of historical texts is a serious im-
pediment to supervised learning possibilities. Fur-
thermore, spellings to retain among variants ob-
served in historical texts may vary according to
editorial guidelines, which is akin to a highly per-
sonalized natural language processing task.

During the process of digitization and modern-
ization of historical texts, researchers in digital
humanities could benefit from the data produced
during each steps of this process. In this work, we
focus on the normalization without modernization
of archives from the 16th century written in Middle
French. To the best of our knowledge, there are no
datasets of archival documents from this era and
language containing non-normalized wordforms
aligned to their normalized counterparts. We first
manually normalize and align a set of historical
texts with their spelling-normalized forms, keeping
the syntactic and semantic content identical to the
originally authored manuscripts. Second, we inves-
tigate how to automatically normalize these texts
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inspired by low-resource machine translation ap-
proaches. Empirical results show that two orthog-
onal solutions, namely sequence-level knowledge
distillation (Buciluǎ et al., 2006; Hinton et al., 2015;
Kim and Rush, 2016) and language model trans-
fer learning combined with back-translation (Marie
and Fujita, 2021; Tonja et al., 2023), allow to pro-
duce reliable synthetic parallel corpora.

Our summarized contributions are: (i) we pave
the way towards archival documents conservation
with expert targeted normalization and spelling
variants reduction, keeping historical wordforms
without modernization, (ii) we show evidence that
leveraging pre-trained models and synthetic data
improves normalization performances over a strong
baseline, (iii) we release a Middle French hand-
crafted parallel corpus aiming at orthographic nor-
malization along with several fine-tuned models.1

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. We briefly introduce the background work in
Section 2. We describe the data production meth-
ods in Section 3, followed by our experiments and
results in Section 4. Finally, conclusions and future
work are presented in Section 5.

2 Background Work

This Section presents previous work on normaliza-
tion and modernization of historical texts, followed
by background work on synthetic data generation
methods. Finally, we formalize our spelling nor-
malization as machine translation approach.

2.1 Historical Text Normalization

The majority of previous work in normalizing his-
torical text aims at modernizing the spelling of
ancient documents, which usually contain inconsis-
tent orthographic and syntactic variations. Various
methods have been proposed to conduct this mod-
ernization task, including rule-based (Baron et al.,
2009; Bollmann et al., 2011) and statistical ap-
proaches (Pettersson et al., 2013, 2014), and more
recently using neural networks (Bollmann and Sø-
gaard, 2016; Korchagina, 2017; Tang et al., 2018;
Bawden et al., 2022). However, when normaliza-
tion does not involve modernization, i.e. the task
is to reduce spelling variations while keeping his-
torical wordforms and syntactic structures, the lack
of training data for supervised learning methods
becomes a hurdle. Unsupervised approaches could

1Data and models available at https://www.unige.ch/
registresconseilge/en

potentially be applied to historical texts normaliza-
tion but one requires large amounts of source and
target corpora. It is thus crucial to produce corpora,
manually or automatically, containing spelling vari-
ations as source and their normalized counterparts
as target.

2.2 Synthetic Data Generation
Recently, methods towards producing artificial par-
allel training data for tasks such as machine trans-
lation have been explored, relying only on source
or target texts. One of the most popular approaches
is back-translation (Sennrich et al., 2016). It lever-
ages large amounts of target-side monolingual data
and translates them automatically into the source
language. This leads to a parallel corpus where
the source side, possibly noisy, does not impact the
quality of the target side.

Due to the lack of large target corpora for the
task of Middle French archives normalization, fine-
tuning a generative model using a small amount of
data appears to be an interesting and cost-efficient
avenue to explore (Marie and Fujita, 2021; Tonja
et al., 2023). Such a model is used to produce ar-
tificial target data which is then back-translated,
leading to a parallel corpus usable for supervised
learning of a normalization model. This assumes
that a small amount of parallel data is already avail-
able to train a back-translation model.

An alternative technique to leveraging target side
monolingual data is to make use of source docu-
ments and producing synthetic target text (Mittal
et al., 2023) by relying on the forward-translation
technique (Zhang and Zong, 2016; Bogoychev
and Sennrich, 2019), also called self-training (He
et al., 2019). If some target segments are avail-
able, segment-level knowledge distillation (Kim
and Rush, 2016) was shown to improve a student
model trained on synthetic data produced by a
teacher model. We opt for segment-level knowl-
edge self-distillation where the same model is the
teacher and the student, the latter being trained on
data produced by the former.

2.3 Normalization as Machine Translation
Assuming an available parallel dataset D, its vo-
cabulary noted V with vc ∈ V (0 ≤ c ≤
C). Pairs of sequences compose the dataset
with non-normalized source segments aligned
to their normalized target counterparts, such as
D = (X1, Y1), . . . , (Xn, Yn). The normalization
task is formalized as the supervised neural ma-
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Corpus Segments Source Target

Manuscripts 59.9k 71.8k –

Hand-crafted 1.6k 5.9k 4.6k
Distillation 59.9k 71.8k 58.9k
Generation 215.0k 472.4k 229.2k

Table 1: Number of parallel segments, source and tar-
get vocabulary sizes (k for thousands) for the hand-
crafted and synthetic data produced in our study. The
Manuscripts corpus is the manual transcription of the
original RCs without normalization and is the source
side of the Distillation corpus.

chine translation paradigm which aims at find-
ing parameters θ of the conditional distribution
p(Y |X; θ), maximizing the log-likelihood Lθ =∑

(Xi,Yi)∈D logp(Yi|Xi; θ). Training the neural
network consists in minimizing the cross-entropy
loss based on an input source sequence Xi, its cor-
responding target reference Yi and the model output
Ŷi. More formally, for every one-hot encoded token
yj ∈ RC forming the sequence Yi = y1, . . . , y|Yi|
(1 ≤ j ≤ |Yi|), the token-level loss is computed fol-
lowing (eq. 1), where ŷj ∈ RC is the model output
(logits) and yj is the gold reference. By averaging
token-level losses, we obtain the sequence-level
loss following (eq. 2):

lj = − log
exp(ŷj,yj )∑C
c=1 exp(ŷj,c)

· yj (1)

L(Xi,Yi,Ŷi,θ)
=

|Yi|∑

j=1

1
∑|Yi|

j=1 yj
lj (2)

3 Parallel Data Production

Supervised training of an automatic normalization
model is possible with a small amount of hand-
crafted parallel data which we will describe in Sec-
tion 3.1. We then present the two automatic data
generation methods in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3.
A set of non-normalized source documents were
manually transcribed from the original manuscripts
but do not have their normalized target counterparts.
This non-parallel corpus was used in our distilla-
tion experiments. Details about the data produced,
along with the number of segments and vocabulary
sizes, are reported in Table 1.

3.1 Manual Normalization

The historical documents in our study are sourced
from the publicly available Geneva Council Reg-

isters.2 More precisely, we focus on the Geneva
Council Registers in Calvin’s time. They were
written in Middle French from the 16th century
including sections with mixed languages in Middle
French and Latin, as illustrated in Figure 1. These
manuscripts were written between 1536 and 1550.
Their transcription requires the expert knowledge
of historians and paleographers due to the vast num-
ber of patronymic, toponymic, geographical and
generally era-related specialized vocabulary em-
ployed. The transcription of these documents was
conducted manually over several years. Text nor-
malization aiming at reducing spelling variants is
still an ongoing work and will benefit from the use
of computational tools.

To build a gold normalization dataset, we col-
lected a small amount of source segments span-
ning over four years, from 1546 to 1549, which
were manually normalized by experts according
to the requirements and standards defined by the
editors.3 The normalization guidelines used to
manually produce this hand-crafted dataset are de-
scribed in Appendix A. The resulting curated and
aligned pairs of segments were used as training
and testing corpora to fine-tune and evaluate pre-
trained encoder–decoder models, leading to our
baseline normalization system. In addition, we
fine-tuned the same pre-trained models with our
parallel corpus in the reversed direction (normal-
ized into non-normalized) to obtain models used
for back-translation in the data production method
described in Section 3.3. All the normalization
models trained in our study follow the learning
objective presented in (eq. 2).

3.2 Sequence-level Knowledge Distillation

Using the source documents manually transcribed
from the original manuscripts (the corpus noted
Manuscripts in Table 1) and the normalization
system trained on our hand-crafted data, we pro-
duced a synthetic parallel corpus using the forward
translation technique (Bogoychev and Sennrich,
2019). The source segments of our hand-crafted
parallel corpus were thus manually and automat-
ically normalized, leading to two sets of aligned
target segments. In this particular scenario, we
were able to perform knowledge self-distillation
training, opting for the sequence-level approach

2https://ge.ch/arvaegconsult/ws/consaeg/
public/FICHE/AEGSearch

3A segment contains sequences of various lengths, from a
single token up to several sentences.
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introduced by Kim and Rush (2016). Formally,
based on the hand-crafted parallel corpus D and
the sequence-level distilled corpus DKD, training
of the encoder–decoder neural model is conducted
by linearly interpolating the loss function presented
in (eq. 2) with the loss calculated using the model
output Ŷ

′
i = ŷ

′
1, . . . , ŷ

′
|Yi| (with 1 ≤ j ≤ |Ŷ ′

i | and

ŷ
′
j ∈ RC) as target reference (eq. 3):

L
(Xi,Yi,Ŷi,Ŷ

′
i θ)

= (1− α) L(Xi,Yi,Ŷi,θ)

+ α L
(Xi,Ŷ

′
i ,Ŷi,θ)

(3)

where α is set to 0.5 following the empirical ob-
servation made by Kim and Rush (2016). The
linear interpolation of losses is possible for seg-
ments pairs where both a target hand-crafted refer-
ence and a distilled target sequence are available.
For segments in the distilled corpus DKD which
are not included in the hand-crafted corpus D, a
single loss is computed based on (eq. 2), replac-
ing the reference Yi by the distilled target Ŷ

′
i . To

train our model noted Distillation, both datasets
are used, namely D and DKD, the source side of
D being included in the source side of DKD. The
main intuition behind interpolating losses is to per-
form a smooth supervised continued training by
making use of the network output given the DKD

source corpus. We assume that we could limit hand-
crafted data over-fitting with this technique, while
allowing the encoder to process a larger amount of
source in-domain data.

3.3 Transfer Learning and Back-translation

Generative, decoder-only, neural causal language
models allow to produce data based on a set of
seed tokens, prompts or instructions. It was shown
in previous work that a small amount of relevant
target data could be enough to steer a pre-trained
model towards a specific domain or genre through
fine-tuning, allowing to produce artificial data of in-
terest for a given task (Marie and Fujita, 2021). For
archival documents normalization, we leveraged
the target side of our hand-crafted parallel data to
fine-tune a generative causal language model using
the cross-entropy objective function with mean re-
duction. We then designed a set of seed sequences4

based on the target side of the hand-crafted corpus
and used it as inputs (i.e. prompts) to the model

4The seed sequences, or prompts, contain between 8 and
12 tokens, as preliminary experiments showed more genera-
tion stability within this length range

for text generation. No prompting template was
employed. Sequences of tokens were fed to the gen-
erative model and the produced artificial text was
then considered as target data. Finally, we used the
back-translation model trained on the hand-crafted
parallel corpus to generate the source-side of the
synthetic parallel corpus. The resulting dataset
was used as training material for our second model
trained on synthetic data (noted Generation).

4 Historical Documents Normalization

Models We trained individual models based on
the three parallel datasets described in Section 3,
namely Hand-crafted, Distillation and Genera-
tion. All normalization models were based on the
pre-trained model M2M100 with 418M parame-
ters (Fan et al., 2021). The causal language model
used to generate target synthetic data from prompts
was Bloomz (Muennighoff et al., 2022) with 560M
parameters.

The training procedure for normalization mod-
els using synthetic datasets followed a two-step
process. First, continued training (Gururangan
et al., 2020) with mixed synthetic and hand-crafted
corpora. During this first step, we applied either
sequence-level knowledge distillation or synthetic
data generation followed by back-translation, lead-
ing to two models. Second, fine-tuning using the
hand-crafted parallel corpus only, applied to each
model resulting from the first step. We considered
three baselines: pre-trained model without fine-
tuning, copy of the source side of the test set (iden-
tity function), and a previously released model for
early Modern French normalization (ModFr) (Baw-
den et al., 2022).

Training and Evaluation Due to the small size
of our hand-crafted parallel corpus and the need
to divide it into training, validation and test sets,
all our experiments were based on a 5-fold cross-
validation setup (train, validation and test splits
represent approx. 63%, 17% and 20% respec-
tively). We monitored the models performance
during training based on the validation set with the
BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2002) and the best
performing model for each fold was kept to nor-
malize the test set. Finally, the 5-fold combined
outputs were evaluated using four additional met-
rics, namely chrF (Popović, 2015), Translation Edit
Rate (TER) (Snover et al., 2006), Word Error Rate
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Model BLEU ↑ chrF ↑ TER ↓ WER ↓ Acc ↑
Baselines

M2M100 23.0 57.1 54.0 66.2 1.4
Copy 25.1 66.2 43.7 41.6 13.9
ModFr 32.9 71.4 37.7 37.6 13.6

Fine-tuned Models (based on M2M100)
Hand-crafted 77.7 89.9 13.7 6.8 50.0
Distillation 78.7† 90.5† 12.8† 6.4 50.8
Generation 82.8† 93.0† 9.3† 5.1 52.7

Table 2: Test results averaged over 5 folds. Baselines
are the identity function (Copy) and non fine-tuned
models. Fine-tuned models use the hand-crafted cor-
pus. Distillation and Generation are trained on syn-
thetic data. Scores with † indicate statistically signifi-
cant difference compared to previous rows (p < 0.01
with the approximate randomization test).

(WER) and segment-level accuracy.5

The five metrics used in our evaluation measure
the performances of automatic normalization mod-
els at various granularities. More precisely, BLEU
measures the n-gram precision (with 0 < n < 5),
chrF is the F-score at the character level, TER mea-
sures the translation edit rate at the word-level in-
cluding shifts, WER is the word error rate without
shifts and accuracy is the number of exact match-
ing segments. The latter metric is interesting as it
indicates how many segments are exactly matching
the reference, thus reducing the manual revision
requiring human experts. Results obtained on the
test set are presented in Table 2.

Results The automatic normalization results
show that existing pre-trained models do not out-
perform a naive baseline consisting in copying the
source corpus in terms of segment-level accuracy.
However, using the small hand-crafted parallel cor-
pus to fine-tune M2M100 leads to a 36.1pts in-
crease in accuracy compared to the copy baseline,
as well as a drop of 30.8pts of WER compared
to the ModFr model. Significant improvements
are further achieved by using both synthetic data
production methods, with the best performing ap-
proach being the target data generation combined
with back-translation (Generation).

This model outperforms the knowledge distilla-
tion model (Distillation) by 1.9pts accuracy and
1.3pts WER. We hypothesize that the Generation
model is outperforming the Distillation model be-

5BLEU, chrF and TER implemented in
SacreBLEU (Post, 2018), signatures: nrefs:1,
case:mixed|eff:no|tok:13a|smooth:exp|version:2.3.1
case:mixed|eff:yes|nc:6|nw:0|space:no|version:2.3.1
case:lc|tok:tercom|norm:no|punct:yes|asian:no|version:2.3.1

cause it was trained on a larger corpus, but further
experiments are required to support this assump-
tion. The generation and back-translation approach
is more computationally expensive, as it requires
training a total of three models. We hypothesize
that this approach has a larger potential of improve-
ment in terms of normalization performances due
to the wide arrays of prompt engineering possibili-
ties (Liu et al., 2023). Again, further experiments
will be conducted as future work to verify this hy-
pothesis. Finally, all the pre-trained models used
in our experiments are based on their smallest re-
leased version in terms of number of parameters.
Thus, we assume that better performances could be
reached with larger models.

Comparing the results obtained on the valida-
tion and test sets (cf. Appendix B and Table 2
respectively), the hand-crafted only setup shows a
decrease of 3.6pts BLEU and 1.1pts accuracy be-
tween validation and testing, while the distillation
setup shows 1.2pts BLEU drop and 0.2pts accu-
racy improvement between validation and testing.
These results could confirm our initial intuition,
where distillation limits over-fitting towards the
small hand-crafted corpus, but more experiments
should be conducted to draw solid conclusions.
Overall, on the test set, the model trained with
the interpolated loss outperforms the model trained
on hand-crafted pairs only.

5 Conclusion

This paper paved the way towards archival docu-
ments conservation with expert targeted normaliza-
tion and spelling variants reduction while preserv-
ing historical wordforms of 16th century Middle
French. Compared to previous work in this field,
the proposed methods do not modernize the his-
torical spelling and syntactic structure but rather
reduce the orthographic variability observed in orig-
inally authored texts. Our approaches were inspired
by low-resource machine translation and leveraged
pre-trained models to achieve significant perfor-
mance gains compared to a strong baseline. Fur-
thermore, our approaches are orthogonal and will
benefit from collecting additional relevant corpora
for fine-tuning and prompt engineering, which is
one of our goals in future work. Another research
direction considered as future work stems from the
large amount of publicly available modern French
data and pre-trained LLMs which could be further
leveraged for our task.
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Limitations

We recognize several limitations of this work.
First, the experiments were conducted on a vari-

ant of the Middle French language from 1536 to
1550. Middle French has evolved over time, from
the 14th to the 17th century, and our work is consid-
ering a relatively narrow time frame in the history
of this language.

Second, only a few pre-trained language mod-
els were tested during our preliminary experiments
relatively to the large number of models currently
publicly available. Some of these models were
pre-trained on Modern or Early Modern French
language, while other models were trained jointly
on several languages, including languages relevant
to our work such as Latin. Therefore, the models
selected in our study may not be representative of
all publicly released pre-trained models in terms of
languages, number of parameters, training objec-
tives nor architectures.

Third, the hand-crafted corpus produced in our
work is relatively small in terms of number of to-
kens and vocabulary size compared to commonly
used corpora in natural language processing ex-
periments. This is mainly due to the high cost
of producing such dataset for which the expertise
of historians and paleographers is required, while
following strict editorial guidelines.

Finally, we have not tried reducing the train-
ing data of the Generation approach to match the
amount of data of the Distillation approach, thus
we cannot draw conclusions on which approach is
better.

Ethical Considerations

The dataset hand-crafted in our study is based on
publicly available archives from the 16th century
(non-license, public domain). We reviewed the con-
tent of the documents selected for manual normal-
ization and we believe that this resource represents
accurate historical events. However, some textual
elements of this corpus could be considered as toxic
and harmful, or disrespectful of the privacy of the
people and places mentioned in these archives. We
thus made sure that all data used in our work and
to be released as part of our parallel datasets are
in the public domain and already freely available.
Consequently, no increased risks or harm is caused
by our dataset. Instead, it serves as a resource for
historical studies and digital humanities.

The fine-tuned models to be released with our

work are based on publicly released and licensed
pre-trained models (MIT License). We respect the
permissions to use, modify and distribute the mod-
els. We release the fine-tuned models under the
MIT License.
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A Appendix: Normalization Guidelines

The normalization guidelines were defined by the
historian in charge of manually normalizing RC
content. This person is an expert in 16th century
Middle French, in the Geneva region and in the po-
litical landscape in Calvin’s time. The normaliza-
tion applied to the source textual content is focused
on local orthographic and grammatical elements
while leaving syntactic structures unchanged. The
guidelines were the following:

• First characters are uppercased at the start
of sentences, but also for patroyms and to-
ponyms.

• Limit the use of ponctuation marks:

– semicolons in lemmas only to separate
different items,

– commas before decisions, e.g. (regard-
ing) ordered/stopped/solved,

– periods at the end of sentences.

• Use of diacritical marks (apostrophes) except
for cases where que is followed by a vowel
which in fact are qui, e.g. sont survenues
quelques lettres que attouchaient à Gen ève
(in English: a few letters about Geneva ap-
peared).

Model BLEU ↑ chrF ↑ Acc ↑
Hand-crafted 81.3 91.5 51.1

Synthetic Data
Distillation 79.9 91.1 50.6
Generation 80.4 91.9 39.3

Synthetic + Hand-crafted Data
Distillation 80.2 91.3 50.4
Generation 83.5 93.4 52.4

Table 3: Normalization results on the validation set av-
eraged over 5 folds. Models under Synthetic Data were
not finally fine-tuned on the hand-crafted data.

• Extended emphasis and accentuation based on
modern usage

• Gender and number of past participle agree-
ment, e.g. de celui qui les a baillé becomes de
celui qui les a baillés, sus la supplication qui
a présenté becomes sus la supplication qui a
présentée, except when there is a doubt such
as lui soit baillé trois écus not to be corrected
in lui soient baillés trois écus because it is
an ambi guous case: trois écus could be the
object or the subject.

• Verb agreement, e.g. ordonné que lesdits six
écus lui soit délivrés becomes ordonné que
lesdits six écus lui soient délivrés (in English:
ordered that the said six écus be deliver ed to
him)

• Modernisation of patronyms, first names and
toponyms.

• Correction of genders according to modern us-
age, e.g. la dimanche (in English: the Sunday)
becomes le dimanche, la reste (in English: the
rest) becomes le reste.

• Singular feminine possessive determiner re-
placement, e.g. ma (my), ta (your), sa (his,
her, their), for nouns starting with a vowel or
with a silent h, by the ma sculine forms mon,
ton, son. For instance, à sa humble requête
becomes à son humble requête (in English: to
his/her/their humble request).

B Appendix: Ablation Study

Results obtained on the validation set with various
models trained during our study are presented in
Table 3.
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C Appendix: Training Procedure

All pre-trained models used in our work are
checkpoints released with HuggingFace Transform-
ers (Wolf et al., 2020). All models were trained
on single Nvidia RTX A5000 and 3090 GPUs
with 24GB memory. Training was conducted for
a maximum of 100k steps with early stopping
based on the BLEU scores obtained during val-
idation. All our code was implemented in Py-
torch (Paszke et al., 2019) and we used the AdamW
optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017). We used
batch sizes between 4 and 16 segments depending
on training and testing phases. Hyper-parameter
search was focused on the learning-rate, with val-
ues ranging between 5e−5 and 5e−7. All other
hyper-parameters were kept as default according
to the configuration files released with the check-
points. The final batch size was set to 4 segments
and the best learning-rates for each model and each
fold (1 to 5) are the following:

• Hand-crafted

1. 5e−6

2. 2e−6

3. 5e−6

4. 2e−6

5. 2e−6

• Distillation (continued training – fine-tuning)

1. 5e−6 – 2e−6

2. 5e−6 – 1e−6

3. 1e−5 – 2e−6

4. 5e−6 – 2e−6

5. 1e−5 – 2e−6

• Generation (continued training – fine-tuning)

1. 1e−5 – 1e−6

2. 5e−6 – 2e−6

3. 8e−6 – 1e−6

4. 5e−6 – 2e−6

5. 8e−6 – 2e−6
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